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The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Department of Defense
are actively involved in the development of a validated technology data base in the areas of
control/structures inter-action, deployment dynamics and system performance for Large
Space Structures (LSS). In the Control System Division of the System Dynamics
Laboratory of the NASA/MSFC, a Ground Facility (GF), in which the dynamics and
control system concepts being considered for LSS applications can be verified, has been
designed and built under Dr. Henry Waltes' supervision [8]. The viability and versatility
of this MSFC LSS ground test facility was recognized by the U.S. Air Force Wright
Aeronautical Laboratory as a site for their Vibration Control of Space Structures (VCOSS)
testing.
One of the important aspects of the GF is to verify the analytical model for the
control system design. The procedure is to describe the control system mathematically as
well as possible, then to perform tests on the control system, and finally to factor those
results into the mathematical model.
However, development of a "correct" mathematical model of a system is still an art.
In constructing large order structural models, various errors, such as modelling errors,
parameter errors, improperly modeled uncertainties, and errors due to linearization of
non-linear effect, create a great challenging task of determining "best" models for a
dynamic system. It is recognized that it is conceivable that better performance will be
anticipated when uncertainties are modeled through stochastic multiplicative and additive
noise terms. Optimal control strategies generated under all possible parameter variations
will definitely create more robust control systems, under controllability and observability
conditions, than those generated by the usual approaches [15]. To avoid ad hoc
assumptions regarding "a priori" statistics, I-Iyland [13,14,15] used the maximum entropy
principle to determine a priori probability assignment induced from available data. A
4main advantage of maximum entropy approach is that it sacrifices as little near-nominal
performance as possible while securing performance insensitivity over the likely range of
modelling errors.
The second issue addressed in this report is the reduction of the order of a higher
order control plant. Usually, the principle is looking for a quadratically optimal but
fixed---order compensator for a higher order plant in order to simplify implementation.
Amongst the methods available in the literature, we studied methods developed by Hyland
[16] and Wilson [34] in this project report.
In this report, we first improved the computer program for the maximum entropy
principle adopted in Hyland's MEOP method [14] developed in the previous report. The
new program then was tested against the testing problems ran by A. Gruzen [9]. It
resulted very close match. Therefore, it is safe to say the program is successful.
The second part of this report is centered at the theme of model reduction. Two
methods were examined: Wilson's model reduction method [34] and Hyland's optimal
projection (OP) method [14]. Design a computer program for Hyland's OP method was
attempted. Due to the difficulty encountered at the stage where a special matrix
factorization technique is needed in order to obtain the required projection matrix, we were
only able to have the program successively up to finding the LQG solution but not beyond.
Apparently, a more thorough and deeper study of the OP method is needed.
Numerical results along with computer programs which employed ORACLS are
given in this report.
This report is based on the final results of a special project conducted by Wan-Sik
Choi who was a graduate student in the Mathematics Department at the University of




= AX + BU + w 1
where
and
Y= CX + w2
XE R n,U E R m,YE R t,AE R nxn,B E R nxm,C E R/xm,
SD(_ 1, w2) = (V I, V2)"
We seek to determine a dynamic compensator
7,=A Z+FY
C




F E R nx! and K E R mxn that minimizes the Quadratic Cost
(1)
(2)
J = f0 (xTR1X + uTR2 U) dt (3)
where R 1 and R 2 are penalty matrices. The maximum entropy [26,27] (ME) design
approach [11,12,13,14,15] is used to minimize J in the presence of parameter uncertainties
2.2. Stratonovich Correction












+2 x(tj+l), tj] [x(tj+l) - x(tj)]
where A = max(t j+ 1 - t j).
To find the relationship between two integrals, consider
?[[ 1 ]D5 = • X(tj) + x(tj+l) tjj=l 2 , - O(x(tj), tj) [x(tj+l) - x(tj)]
N--1
2 j=l
0_..._._[{(1 - O)x(tj) + ®x(tj+l)}, tj] [x(tj+l) - X(ts)l 2 , 0 < O <_!
0 x 2
It was shown by Stratonovich that with probability 1
lim D A = If 0 O(x,t) b(x,t)dt.7;
Therefore,
b b,









where * denotes the integral in the sense of Ito.
The relationship for the stochastic differential equations is as follows.
Ito D.E.: dx t = m[xt,t]dt + r[xt,t]dy t
Stratonovich D.E.: dxt = m[xt,tld t + 1 r[xt,t] a r[xt,t]
2 Ox
t
1 r[xt,t ] 8__xt]= m[xt,t ] +
dt + F[xt,t]dy t
dt + F[xt,t ] dy t
correction




B actual and C actual
Stochastic Modelling of Errors
In most instances, the errors are made in the modelling process and some
Therefore, the actual system would be represented by
P
A actual = A + _ ai(t) Ai
i=l
i: set of uncorrelated uncertainties
a(t): zero-mean, unit intensity multiplicative
white noise
Ai; Parameter error distribution matrices
take a similar form.
(5)
Substituting (5) into :X(t) = AX(t) yields
P




























2.4. Necessary Conditions for Optimality [10]
Necessary conditions take the form of two Riccati equations and two Lyapunov
equations, all coupled by the stochastic parameters.
p P
o-__ +A_ +_A• _a,-_:_ +_ + _(_,- Q,_c,)_(A,-Q,v_c_)s s i s zs s
i=l i=l
P
0 AsQ+QA s+ _ AiQA T -1 T= -- QsV2sQs
i=l
T _ + pTR21P0 = PAQ + AQ s
S S S






1 _ A 2 Bs = B +I _ AiBi ' Cs = C +I _ CiAi
where A s = A + _ i ' 2 2 i=l
i=l1
P
R2s=R2+ _ BTi (P + f>)Bi
i=l
PV2s=V 2+ _ Ci(Q+Q) C w
i=1
P
p = BTp+ _BT(P+_)A_s s i
i=l
i--i
A i (Q + Q) c T
AQ. = A- Q v21c
A : A-BR_P







with LQG P, Q
Solves P - Riccati
• generate a stabilizing gain matrix (F) for
initializing the solution of Pdccati eq.
• Solve Riccati eqs without having parameter















IIPil - I Pi-lll < _P^
Solves (_-Lyapunov • No need to iterate Q-Lyapunov because




II/'il + I Qil-{I Pi-ll}; < ' 7
Form Ac, F, k • Compensator matrices
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2.6. Solution of Pdccatiequation andLyapunov equation
As we haveseenin the necessarycondition of model reductionsand Maximum
Entropy Method, the necessaryconditionsconsistof Lyapunov equationsor coupled
Riccati and Lyapunov equations.
Thereforesolution of Riccati and Lyapunovis requiredfor the designof control
system. A lot of algorithm [8,18,24,28,31,32]wereproposedin the past.
In this section,algorithms which empoloyedfor this specialproject arebriefly
discussed.
Kleinman [19]proposedan algorithm which is basedon the method of successive
substitution to solvethe algebraicRiccati equation.
Considerthe linear time-invariant system.
_:(t) = AX(t) + BU(t)
where [A,B] is completely controllable.
The cost to be minimized is
O0
J(x0; u(.))= f0
x(0) = x 0
where R is positive definite and [A,C] is completely observable.
optimality are
U*(X(t)) = - R-1B ' K X(t)
and 0 = KA + A'K + C'C-KBR-1B'K
where K is positive definite and
J(X0; U*(.)) = min J(X0; U(.))= X'0K X.
u(.)
Thus for arbitrary feedback law U L (X(t)) ,
[X'(t) C' CX(t) + U'(t) R U(t)] dt
Necessary conditions for




V L is finite if and only if A - BL has
eigenvalues with negative real parts.




k = 0,1,- •., be the (unique) positive definite solution of the linear algebraic
0= A_V k+VkA k+ C'C +L_RL k
where, recursively,
L k = R-1B ' Vk_ 1 , k = 1,2,-..
A k = A - BL k
and where L 0 is chosen such that A 0 = A - BL 0
Then
1) K<Vk+I <_v k<
2.) lira V k = K
k-_
• .. , k=0,1,..-
has eigenvaJues with negative real parts
Note. In this project, stabilizing matrix L 0 is computed by CSTAB in ORACLS and
Riccati equation is solved by RICNWT in ORACLS [1].
An algorithm for the solution of the matrix equation AX + XB = C was proposed
by Bartels and Stewart [6]. Above equation has a unique solution if and only if
AA Bi + Aj ¢ 0 (i = 1,2,-.., m; j = 1,2,...,n) where A.A, and AsJ are eigenvalues of A and B
respectively [2]. The method of solution is based on the reduction of A and B to the real
schur form, i.e., block lower (upper) triangular form.
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Let
AX + XB = C
and U, V be the orthogonal matrix
Then
B' =vTBv ==_ B=VB'V T
B _ upper Hessenberg form ---, upper real Schur form; B'
(Heusehalder's method) (QR algorithm)
(7)
(8)
A' = uTA U _ A = U A' U T
A' (lower real Schur form) is obtained by reducing the
transparse of A to upper real Schur form and transposing back
C' - uTcv==$ C- UC' V T
Substituting (8), (9), (10)into (7) yields
U A' uTx + X V B'V T = U C'V T
A' uTx + U TXV B _ V T-- C' V T
A' uTxv+ uTxvB , --C'
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• .,p,k= 1,2,..,q (11)
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q
Equation (11) can be solved successively for X_l. Let the right side of (11) be D.
' and B' are of order at most two, we are again required toSince the block matrices Akk t!
solve the matrix equation of the form (7).
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Then the solution of (7) is given by X = U X' V T.
(12)
Not._._ee.In this project, Lyapunov equation is solved by BARSTW in ORACLS [1].
2.7. Numerical Example for Maximum Entropy Method
The following system posed by Doyle [9] was solved by Gruzen [10]. In this project
some problem is solved for comparison of numerical results.




IXI] + VX 2
[11]R 1 = @ , R 2 = 11 1
[11]VI=# , V2=l1 1
@, #: parameters related with the gain margin
Parameter uncertainty distribution matrices:
[oo] [o]A 1 = B 1 = C 1 = [0, 0]0 0 , _ ,
Note: @=#=60 , 0.93<_.1+ab< 1.01
0 < f_ < 0.2 , size 0.05 is used.
Necessary conditions for this example are
0=PA s+ATPs - PBTRTs BTP +RI
0 = AsQ "{-QA T -QCTs vi2sCsQ + Vl + (BI R-12sPs)Q (BI R-12sp)T
0 = l_AQs + A T pT R-I pQs + s 2s s
0=ApQ+QA Tp +Qs V-fl2sQsT
s s
where
As=A, Bs=B, Cs= C, R2s=R2+ BT(p+_))B1,1
V2s=V2' Ps= BTs P' Qs= QCT , AQs=As-Qs V-12sCs'
16
Aps=A -B R -1Pss s 2s "
The compensator matrices are,
A =A -Qs VI1C -B sRi 1Pc s 2s s 2s s
F = Q, Vii2,
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2.8. Discussions on ME method
As shown in table I, matrix K decreases as _ (disturbance) in matrix B 1 increases.
This is because K = R-12s Ps' R2s : R2 ÷ BT1 (P + P)B1 and similarly for matrix F but F
increases as _ increases.
When _ = 0 (LQG case), the two results (A.G. & N.R.) are exactly same. But for
_ 0 best results obtained for _ = .15. Differences in numerical results between A.G. &
N.R. are possibly occurred from the value of ab. (In this project ab = 0 is used, but A.
Gruzen doesn't show the value of ab which he was used).
As a whole, the results are pretty close each other. Therefore, this indirectly
verifies that "ME FORTRAN" provides correct answers. And it supports the fact that
ORACLS is a good design package for designing controllers.
3. MODEL REDUCTION: WILSON'S METHOD [34]
3.1. Problem Statement
Given an nth - order system
_[ = AX + BU
Y = HX,
find an rth - order reduced system
:_ =AX +BU
r r r r
Y =I-IX.
r r r








The cost function to be minimized is
J = lira E[eT(t) Q e(t)]
t--_ c0
where e is the reduction error, e = y - Yr and
Q is positive definite.
(_7)
Without loss of generality assume Q is m x m idenity matrix.
Not..._..ee.where A, B, H are n x n, n x p, m x n matrices,
At, Br, H are r x r, r x p, m x r matrices,r
x,y are nxl, mxl vectors,
xr' Yr are r x 1, m x 1 vectors,
U is px 1 vector.
3.2. Necessary conditions for optimum
A =6) AO 2
r 1
Br= OIB
H r = H 0 2
where _1 A -1 T and ®2= - P22 P 12
6)1 G2 = Ir
FR + RF T + S = 0







3.3. Derivation of Necessary Conditions
Equation (13) - (16) may be written as
= FZ + GU
where Z= [ x ] F-- [A/_r] G- [ B ]





= li m E[eT e] sinceweassumed
= lim E[(Y- Yr)T(Y- Yr) ]
t--_ oD





(HX - HrXr)T(Hx - HrXr)
= xTHTHx -xTHTH X -xTHTHx + xTHTH X
rr rr rrrr
- xTHTHx -xTHTHx- xTHTH X + xTHTH X
r r r r r r r r
= [XTHTH-XTHTHr r _ xTHTH + xTHTH ]r r r rj [:]
r




E[Z T M Z]
21
= trace (RM) (25)
where R = lim E[Z(t) zT(t)]
t---* o0
Let, r(t) = E[Z(t) zT(t)].
Then, i(t) = E[Z(t) zT(t) + Z(t) zT(t)]
= E[Z(t) zT(t)] + E[Z(t) zT(t)].
Since zT = zTF T + uTG T,
i(t) = E[(FZ + GU)Z T] + E[z(zTF T + uTGT)]
= FE[ZZ T] + GE[UZ T] + E[zzT]F T + E[zuT]G T
= F r(t) + r(t) F w + GE[UZ T] + E[zuT]G T .
But,
k
Z(t) = O(t,to) Z(to) + ft O(t,A) G(A) U(A) dA
0
where O(t,t) is the state transition matrix.
Thus,
E[UZ T] = E[U(t) zT(to )] oT(t,to ) +
0, uncorrelated
t
= ft N _ (t - A) G T (}T (t,A)dA
0




E[U(t) uT(A)] G T oT(t,A) dA





= ft _(t,A) G(A) N _ (A -t) dA
0
Substituting (27) and (28) into (26) yields
(28)
t
t(t) = Fr(t) + r(t) F T + ft GN6 (t- A) GTcI, T(t,A)dA +
0
¢,t
jt _(t,A)G(A) N6 (A-t) GTd,_
0
= Fr(t) + r(t) F T + 1 G N GTffT(t,t) + 1 ff(t,t) G N G T
2 2
= Fr(t) + r(t) F T + G N G T .
SinceR= limr(t), FR+RF T+GNG T=0.
Let S = G N G T =
Then,
FR + RF T + S = 0 (29)
To minimize (25) subject to (29) form the
Lagrangian





By comparing (30) with (29) we may write




Let the symmetric matricesP and R be partitioned as
[]" R121 22P12 RllP = PT 1 R =
P12 P22 ' 12
Differentiating J with respect to any parameter/_,
(32)
To find Ar, obtain derivative of J with respect to ar using (32). Then
_J__tr[_FRP]+tr[_sp]+tr[_MR]8a Oa Oa _ a







RP whore :[RllTR12] ndP:[Pll P12]
R12 R22 P 12 P22







=2tr [[ o0 A r T T

















P 12R12 + P22R22 = 0
From(20)
-1 T
• P22P12R12 + R22 = 0 (34)
[A0][ llRi ]T [Rll















ARI2 + RI2A: + BNBTr -- 0 1ArR22 + R22 AT + BrNB: =0
(35)
-1 T
But B r = - P22 P 12 B"
Thus (35) becomes
AR12 + R12A T - BNBTP12P2 T = 0
-1 T T -T
ArR22 + R22A _ + P22P12BNB P12P_2 =0
(36)
(37)
p22P-1T12 (36) + (37) givesNow,
-1 T -1 T
P22 P 12AR12 + ArR22 + (P22P 12R12 + R22)A _
0, by (34)
-1 T -1












[ ][  N]}__trrP12BN= tr IPll P12 0
[PT2 P22 BN 2BrN LP22BN
Pll BN + 2P12Br N]
PT2BN + 2P22BrNJ
= tr (PI2BN + PT2BN + 2P22BrN) = tr (PT2BN + PT2BN + 2P22BrN)
2P22Br N = - 2PT2BN
-1 T










= tr :::]] T _ HR12 += tr (- HR 12 2HrR22)










P12R12 = - P22R22"
-1 T -1
01 G 2 = _ P22 P 12R12R22
-1 -1
= _ P22 (- P22R22)R22
= I same as (21)
r
When the conditions on At,
(30), a set of nonlinear equations in the unknown matrices (91 and (92
T T H(92N(gTH T 0R22(92 A (91 ÷ (91A{'_2R22{- =
B r and H r ((18), (19), (20)} substituted into eqns. (29) and
is obtained. Namely,
T T T (gTHTHo 2 0.P22(91AG2 + (92 A (91P22 % --
An explicit solution for (91 and (92 is not apparently possible. ®1 and (92 are nonunique, in
the sense that the output of the reduced model is invariant under any nonsingular
transformation T.
An algorithm to solve this optimum reduced order model problem was presented by
Mishra and Wilson [22].
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3.4. Algorithm [22]
Step 1: Choose the matrices Q and N
Step 2: Choose a value for the parameter A satisfying 0 < A < 1. Normally,
without prior knowledge choose A = 1.
Step 3: Make initial guesses for the matrices A r and Br, such that the pair (A r ,Br)
defines a completely controllable, strictly stable system.
Step 4: Solve the matrix equation FT + RF T + S = 0
-1




Set H r = HE} 2
Solve the matrix equation FTp + PF + M = 0
-1 T
Compute the matrix (91 = - P22 P 12
Step9: SetB =(9 Br 1
Step 10: If B computed in Step 9 is not the same as B used in Step 4, then go to
r r
Step 4 using the B from Step 9. Otherwise, the B computed in Step 9 and the
r r
H computed in Step 6 are taken to be the optimum for the present A matrix.
r r




Step 11: Compute the error function J using the present A r matrix and the
optimum B and H defined in Step 10.
r r
Step 12: Designate the present A matrix as A °ld and the present value of the error
r r
function as J0
Step 13: Compute a new A.
r
A new = A O1A(9 2 + (1 -A)A °ld
r " r
where (91 and O 2 were used to compute the optimum B r
Step 14: If (A new
_ r , Br) is strictly stable controllable, then go to Step 15. Otherwise,
and H for A °ld.
r r
reduce A and go to Step 13.
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Step15: For Anew and the optimum B for A °ld, use Steps 4 to 10 until the
r r r
optimum B and H are obtained for A new.
r r r
Step 16: Compute J using AneWr, B r and H r defined in Step 10. Designate the value
of J as J l"
Step 17: Test
(a) If J1 <J0" Go to Step 12
(b) If J1 > J0 " Decrease A and go to Step 13
(c) If J1 = J0 " If G1E} 2 = I r step. The triple _(AneWr, Br, Hr) used to compute
J1 are the optimal reduced model. Otherwise decrease A and go to Step 13.
3.5. Derivatives of Cost Function.
J = tr(RM)







_j3_"'_J= tr [8_-_ M) + tr [R _'-_]
, where fl is any parameter
29
Differentiating (29) with respectto fl,
....6 FR+F8 R+6 RFT+R_ F T+_=00 S
a# a# a# a# a#
(39)
Postmultiply (39) by P and taking the trace
8 FRP+F8 Rp+8 RFTp+R8 FTp+8 Sp 0
8# 8# 8# 8# 8#
18 # J 18 # J
+ tr
S°,-2tr[8_-_/3PF ] =2tr[8_-_ RP] +tr [_--_ P]
Substituting (40) into (38),







iX = AX + BU
Y=CX
find a reduced -order model
X: =AX +BU








which minimizes the model - reduction criterion
J(Ar,Br,Cr) = lim E[(Y- Yr)TR(y- Yr) ].
t--4m
The input U(t) is taken to be white noise with positive - definite intensity V.
_Note. A,B,C: nxn, nxm, lxn matrices
Ar, Br, C" n xn n xm, txn matrices
r r r_ r r
R,V: Ixl, mxm p.d. matrices
x, u, y, Xr, Yr: n, m, t, nr, l dimensional vectors
p(z): rank of matrix Z
Assumption: A, A stable.
r
(45)
4.2. Necessary Conditions for Optimum









A(_ + (_A T + BvBT- 7±BvBT7 T
AT15 + PA + cTRc -7TcTRcT±
-1 T -1 T
Q2 Q12 ' r=-P2 P12,










4.3. Derivation of Necessary Conditions




J(Ar, Br, Cr) - lim E[(Y- Yr)TR(y - Yr) ]
t ----_®
= tr (_1_ where 1_ = cTR(_ and (_ = lim E[:K(t)_:T(t)].
t----4 _
As shown in Wilson's Method (25) - (29) (_ is given by the unique solution of
where V = 13VII w
To m/nimJze (52) subject to (53), form the
Lagrangian L(Ar, Br, Cr, (_) = tr[A(_ R + (/% (_ + (_ ._T -b V)P]
whereA>0 and Pe_(n+n)x(n+n)
- r r
Expanding L(Ar, Br, Cr, (_) gives
(52)
(53)
L = tr [A(Q I cTRc -- QI2CTRC -- QT2cTRc r + Q2cTRCr )
T T
+ AQ1P 1 + AQ12P12 + ArQ12P12 + ArQ2P 2
T T T T
+ QIATPI+ Q12ArPI2+Q12 A P12 + Q2ATP2
+ BvBTPI + BvBTp 1T2+ BrVBTP12 + BrVBTP2].
32
And,







0 Q1 _ Qt2
_L _L
T
.0 Q t2 0 Q2
AcTRc + ATp
1 + P l A - AcTRCr + ATP12 + PT2Ar



















Thus,/_T_ .{__ + _ _-- 0.
Without loss of generality, take A = 1.











Thus, P 12Q12 + P2Q2 = 0
T
















_ _ RCQ12 - RCQ12 + 2RCrQ 2




G = Q2 Q12 and
Then,
- T
r = -P21 P12 •
_ -1 T -TFGT - P2 P 12Q12Q2
But from (55), T T T TP12Q12=-P2Q2 =-P2Q2 .
Thus,
row p l(_ T -T=- P2Q2)Q2 -- Inr
From (56), B = -1 T FBr -P2 P12 B =
From (57), C CQ12Q21 -T T Tr= =C(Q2 Q12 ) ' Q2isP'd'
-i T T
----C(Q 2 Q12 ) -- CG T.
Expanding (53) and (54) yields
0=AQ 1+ Q1AT+BVB T
T
0 = AQ12 + Q12Ar + BVBTr
T BrvBT0=ArQ 2+Q2Ar +
0 = ATP1 + PIA + cTRc
0 --ATPI2 + P12Ar- cTRCr








Since At, Br and Cr are independent of Q1 and PI' (58) and (61) can be ignored.
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Define Q -1 T
= QI2Q2 Q12 = q12 G
-i T _ P12r=PI2P2 P12=
Now (64).rT yields
= rTQrT Q12G = Q12(rGT)T = Q12"
Similarily,from (65)






rQrT -I T -i T= - P2 P 12QI2Q2 Q 12(- PI2P2 T)
= Q2
Thus, Q2 = rqrT (68)
Similarily, P2 = GPGT (69)
Substitute (47), (48), (66), - (69)into (59), (60), (62), (63)
0 = AQr w + QrTA w + BvBTr T
r
o -- A rqr T + rQrTAT + rBVBTrT
r r
0 = ATI)G T -I- pGTA + cTRcG T
r










Thus, A = FAQ12Q_ 1 = FAG T
r
-1 p-1 T -1 T9'0 = GTF0 = (- Q12Q2 )( 2 P12)(Q12Q2 Q12 )
- P2Q2
^ ^-lp-Ip ^ _.-I_T
---- t_12t_2 2 2_2_2 _ 12
-I T
= Q12Q2 Q12 = (_ (74)
Similarily, 15777= 15 (75)
Finally, G T. (70) T yields
GTFOTA T T GTArF0 T % G TFBVTBT = 0
777' FAG T 777
777O AT q- GTFAGTF0 + 9'BV B T -- 0
9'A9'Q
0 by (74)
, 0 and V symmetric.
777[A0 + O AT+BVB T]=0 (76)
Similarily, (72). F yields
[ATp + 15A + cTRc] 777= 0 (77)
(76)+ (76)T + (76).777
= 9'A0 + 9'QAT + 9'BVB T + QATgT + A0_T + BvBT9'T + 9'A09' + 9'QAT9' +
9'BvBT9'
= eA T + AQ + 9'BVB T + BvBT9' T + 9'AQ9' T + 9'QAT9' T + 9'AQg' + 9'0AT9' +
9'BvBTg'
= AQ + eA T + 9'BVB T + BvBT9' T + 9'(AQ + QAT)9' T + 9'(AQ + OAT)"/+ 9'BvBTg'
= AQ + eA T -{- 9'BV BT + BvBT9' T -9'BvBT9' T
37
= A(_ + (_AT + BVB T - BVBT + 7BvBTI T + I BvBT7 T - 7BvBT7 T
12 12
= A(_ + (_A w + BVB T - (In BVBTITn - 7BvBTITn - InBVBTTT + 7BvBTTT)
= A(_ + QA + BvBT- 7j.BVBTT.
which is the same as (50)
Similarily,
(77)+ (77)T + 7T(77)= ATf' + f'A + CTRC- 7 CTRC-k
which is the same as (51).
A computer program has been designed (appendix 3) for this algorithm Due to the
difficulty of finding the projection matrix r through a matrix factorization process, the
program only run successively up to obtaining an LQG solution. Apparently, more words
and researchs need to be done in that area.
4.4. Algorithm ([17,7])
Step 1: Initialize 7 (0) = I .
12
Step 2: Solve for _(K), _(K) from
0 = (A - I~(K)A~(KLr_J (_(K) + _(K)( A -- •~(K)A~(KLTI_j + BvBT
0 = (A _ 7±(K)AT(K))T p(K) + p(K)( A --I±~(K)A'_(K)x• ) + cTRc
Step 3: Balance
_(K)(_(K)(_(K))T = (_(K))--T p(K)(_(K))--I = _(K),
£(K)= diag (alK)'"" ' O'(K)_n" 0rlK) )- 0"_K) > "" ')- - o'(K) >0n -
Step 4: If K > 1 check for convergence
ek =
tr(CTRcwc) - t r (C T RcT(K)(_(K)(7(K)T ) 1/2
[ tr(CTRCWc ) 1
38





[4(K)p(KI] a (I)(KIEi --Iii = (¢(x)) .
N
m
Step 6: Update ,),(K+I) _-- 1 IIi [(_(K)p(K)]
r=l r
Step 7: Increment K and return to Step 2.
Step 8: Set (_= 7(®)(_(7(®)) T, 15 = (7(®)) T 15 3'(_)
4.5. Relationship between two methods
Wilson's Method Hyland's Method
X: = AX + BU
Y= HX
=AX +BU
I; r r r
Y =HX
r r r
J = lim E[(Y- Yr)T(Y- Yr) ]
t ----+o0
A r = 01A 02
B r = O1B
H = HO 2
r
-1
(91 = -- P22
-1
0 2 = R12R22
010 2 = I r
FR + RF T + S = 0
_:= AX + BU
Y=CX
:_ =AX +BU
r r r r
Y =CX
r r r
J = lira E[(Y- Yr)TR(y- Yr)]
t----4 m






r = -P2 P12
GT = q12Q21




he + _T + 9 = 0
i)
Wilson's Method
FTp + PF + M = 0
S
(91 and (92 depend upon the
solutions of a pair of
(n + nr) x (n + nr) Lyapunov
equations [29, 30] whose
coefficients and nonhomogeneous
terms depend in aturn on
Ar, B and H.r r
ii) Required to make initial




/_TI5 + 15/_ + R- 0
BVB T BVB Tl"
[Br VBT BrVBTr
cTRc _ cTRCr]
= [_cTRc cT o J
A(_ + (_AT + BVB T _ .7±BvBT.)T = 0
AT15 + 15A + cTRc- 'TTcTRcTx = 0
where 7_. = In - "7
i) necessary to solve n x n Lyapunov
equation [50, 51] which is independent
of Ar, Br, and C r





iii) Need (G, M, F) -factorization
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APPENDIX 1
Numerical Resultsof M.E. Method
FORTVS ME ( GS OPT ( 2 )
• VS FORTRAN COMPI LER ENTERED. 22 :45 :04
**MAIN** END OF COMPILATION I ******
**SUB1** END OF COMPILATION 2 ****-i,.
**SUB5** END OF COMPILATION 3 ***_*
**SUB8** END OF COMPILATION 4 ******
**SUB9** END OF COMPILATION 5 ******
_-*SUBI2** END OF COMPILATION 6 ******
**SUB13** END OF COMPILATION 7 ******
VS FORTRAN COMPILER EXITED. 22 :45 :07
44
GLOBAL T3CFLIB VFORTLIB CMSLIB FOR_VrIL
GLOBAL LOADLIB VFLODLIB
FILEDEF 5 DISK NME DATA
LOAD ME H ( START
EXECUTION BEGINS...











2 ROWS 1 COLUMNS






























*** MATRIX F FOR Q-RICCATI ***
4.0020000D+00 8.0080020D+00
*** SOLUTION OF LQG P-RICCATI ***
PROGRAM TO SOLVE CONTINUOUS STEADY-STATE RICCATI EQUATION BY THE NEWTON ALGORITHM







Q MATRIX 2 ROWS
6.0000000D+OI 6.0000000D+01
6.0000000D+OI 6.0000000D+01




R MATRIX 1 ROWS 1 COLUMNS
I.O000000D+O0
INITIAL F MATRIX
F MATRIX 1 ROWS 2 COLUMNS
8.0080020D+00 4.0020000D+00
FINAL VALUES OF P AND F AFTER 7 ITERATIONS TO CONVERGE




F MATRIX I ROWS 2 COLUMNS
1.0000000D+OI I.O000000D+01
*** SOLUTION OF LOG Q-RICCATI ***
PROGRAM TO SOLVE CONTINUOUS STEADY-STATE RICCATI EQUATION BY THE NEWTON ALGORITHM













6. 0000000D+O 1 6. 0000000D+01
H IS AN IDENTITY MATRIX
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R MATRIX 1 ROWS 1 COLUHNS
I. O000000D+00
INITIAL F MATRIX
F MATRIX 1 ROWS 2 COLUMNS
4.0020000D+00 8.0080020D+00
FINAL VALUES OF P AND F AFTER 7 ITERATIONS TO CONVERGE




F MATRIX 1 ROWS 2 COLUMNS
I.O000000D+01 1.0000000D+01
DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = 1397.87078471772827
DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = 0.568434188608080149E-12
*** SOLUTION OF ME ALGORITHH ***
BETA= O.O00000000000000000E+O0
*** MATRIX AC ***
-9.0000000D+00 1.0000000D+00
-2.0000000D+01 -9.0000000])+00
*** MATRIX F ***
1.0000000D+01
I.O000000D+01
*** MATRIX K ***
I.O000000D+01 1.0000000D+OI
DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = 1483.52550453469172
DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = 31.1122528653733639
DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = 4.03515303082116361
DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = 0.141727321507062243
DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = 0.671832436983663683E-01
DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = 0.182016129660951265E-01
DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = 0.233668764548156105E-02
DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = 0.102304770734917838E-03
*** SOLUTION OF ME ALGORITHM ***
BETA= 0.500000007450580597E-01
*** MATRIX AC ***
-9.2759643D+00 1.0000000D+00
-2.2199309D+01 -8.6775519D+00

































*_* SOLUTION OF ME ALGORITHM ***
BETA= 0.999999642372131348E-01
_*_ MATRIX AC *_*
-9.7125436D+00 1.0000000D+00
-2.4992726D+01 -7.3259751D+00
*** MATRIX F ***
1.0712544D+01
1.66667511)+01














































































ww* MATRIX AC *_*
-I.0182880D+01 1.0000000D+00
-2.7716769D+01 -5.3712423D+00
*** MATRIX F ***
1.1182880D+O1
2.1345526D+01















































































































































DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = O.184511397725941606E-0!
DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = 0,139755047704852586E-01
DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = 0.972890090514511030E702
DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = 0.593533052074235457E-02
DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = 0.274063213629460734E-02
DIF. OF PQ-LYAPUNOV = 0.648672616364365240E-03
*** SOLUTION OF ME ALGORITHM ***
BETA= 0.199999988079071045
*** MATRIX AC ***
-I.0741235D+01 1.0000000D+00
-3.1813464D+01 -3.6263966D+00
*** MATRIX F ***
1.1741235D+01
2.7187067D+01






Program for M.E. Method
5]























IDENT, DISC, FNULL ,SYM
DATA STOLII.E-4/, ETOL/I.E-31,EPSA/I.E-4/,EPSB/I.E-4/
CALL RDTITL







C WRITE(*,*) ' MATRIX RI'
C CALL PRNT(RI,NRI,0,3)
C WRITE(*,*) ' MATRIX Vl'
C CALL PRNT(V1,NVI,0,3)









WRITE(*,*) .' *** MATRIX F FOR P-RICCATI ***'
CALL PRNT(FP,NFP,O,3)
WRITE(*,*) ' *** MATRIX F FOR Q-RICCATI ***'
CALL PRNT(FQ,NFQ,O,3)







WRITE(*,*) ' *** SOLUTION OF LQG P-RICCATI _0_*'
CALL RICNWT(A,NA,B,NB,H,NH,RI,NRI,R2,NR2,FP,NFP,P,NP,IOP,
& IDENT,DISC,FNULL,DUHMY)
WRITE(*,*) ' *** SOLUTION OF LQG Q-RICCATI ***'
CALL RICNWT(AT,NA,CT,NCT,H,NH,VI,NVI,V2,NV2,FQ,NFQ,Q,NQ,IOP,
& IDENT,DISC,FNULL,DUMMY)
































































: CALL EQUATE(B, NB, BS, NBS)
CALL EQUATE(V2,NV2 ,V2S,NV2S)
CALL EQUATE(C,NC, CS,NCS)
CALL TRANP(BS, NBS, BST, NBST)
CALL TRANP(CS, NCS, CST, NCST)













C COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS FOR P-RICCATI
I=l








C WRITE(*,*) ' *** SOLUTION OF P-RICCATI ***'
CALL RICNWT(AS,NA,BS,NBS,H,NH,RI,NRI,R2S,NR2,FP,NFP,P,NP, IOP,
& IDENT, DISC, FNULL, DUMMY)




D IF=DAB S(PNORM- PTNORM)






IF(I.GE.500) GO TO 200
GO TO I0
END IF
C COMPUTES COEFFICIENT FOR Q - RICCATI EQUATION
20 J=l
25 CALL SUBI2(R2, NR2, BI,NBI, P,NP,PB, NA, R2S, NR2)
CALL MULT(BST, NBST, P, NP, PS, NPS)
CALL SUB 13(B I,NBI, R2S, NR2, PS, NPS, QB, NA, CQ, NCQ)
CALL ADD(V1, NVI, CQ, NCQ,COF,NCOF)
C SOLVE FOR Q-RICCATI
C WRITE(*,*) ' *** SOLUTION OF Q-RICCATI EQ.'
CALL RICNWT(AST, NAST, CST, NCST, H, NH, COF, NCOF, V2S, NV2S, FQ, NFQ,
& Q,NQ, IOP, IDENT, DISC,FNULL, DUMMY)
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF Q-RICCATI
N I=NQ( 1).
CALL NORMS(N1 ,NI ,NI,Q, IOPT,QNORM)
D IF=DAB S(QNORM- QTNORM)








































































IF(J.GE.500) GO TO 200
GO TO 25
IF
COEFFICIENTS FOR P-LYAPUNOV EQUATION
11=1
CALL SUBI2(R2, NR2, BI,NB1, P,NP, PB, NA, R2S,NR2)
1TYPE= 1
CALL SUB5 (ITYPE, U I,NA, P, NP, BS, NBS, R2S,NR2, COP, NCOP)
C WRITE(*,*) ' *** MATRIX C OF P-LYAPUNOV ***'
C CALL PRNT(COP, NCOP, 0,3)
CALL SCALE (COP, NCOP, COP 1,NCOP, S )
CALL MULT (Q, NQ, CST, NC ST, QS, NQS)
CALL SUB8 (AS, NAS, QS, NQS, V2S, NV2S,CS, NCS, AQS, NAQS)
C SOLVE P-LYAPUNOV EQUATION
IOPL=0
SYM=. TRUE.
C WRITE(*,*) ' *** SOLUTION P-LYAPUNOV EQ. ***'
CALL BARSTW (AQS, NAQS, AQ, NAQ, COP I,NCOP, IOPL, SYM, E PSA, E PS B, DUMMY)
CALL EQUATE (COP I,NCOP, PB, NA)
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF P-LYAPUNOV
CALL NORMS(HI,HI,M1,PB, IOPT, PLNORM)
D IF=DABS (PLTNOR- PLNORM)
C WRITE(*,*) ' DIF. OF P-LYAPUNOV =',DIF




IF(II.GE.500) GO TO 200
GO TO 35
END IF




CALL SUB5 ( ITYPE, UI, NA, Q, NQ, CS, NCS, V2S, NV2S, COQ, NCOQ)
C WRITE(*,*) ' *** MATRIX C OF Q-LYAPUNOV ***'
C CALL PRNT(COQ, NCOQ, 0,3)
CALL SCALE (COQ, NCOQ, COQ I,NCOQ, S)
CALL SUB12(R2,NR2, BI, NBI, P,NP, PB,NA,R2S, NR2)
CALL MULT(BST, NBST, P, NP, PS, NPS)
CALL SUB8 (AS, NAS, BS, NBS, R2 S,NR2, PS, NPS, APS, NAPS)
C SOLVE Q-LYAPUNOV EQUATION
C WRITE(*,*) ' *** SOLUTION OF Q-LYAPUNOV ***'
CALL BARSTW(APS, NAPS, AP, NAP, COQ 1,NCOQ, IOPL, SYM, EPSA, EPSB, DUMMY)
CALL EQUATE(COQI ,NCOQ,QB,NA)
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF Q-LYAPUNOV
CALL NORMS(NI,MI,H1,QB, IOPT,QLNORM)
C D IF=DAB S (QLNORM-QLTNOR)
C WRITE(*,*) ' DIF. OF Q-LYAPUNOV ='
C IF(DIF. LE. STOL) THEN



































































C GO TO 45
C END IF
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF ME SOLUTION
50 PQNORM=PLNORM+QLNORM
D I F=DAB S ( PQTEMP - PQNORM)





IF(K.GE.50) GO TO 200
GO TO I0
END IF




CALL SUB8 (AS, NAS, Qs, NQS, V2 S, NV2 S, CS, NCS, AC 1, NAC 1)
CALL SUB 12(R2, NR2, B1 ,NB1, P,NP, PB,NA, R2S,NR2)
CALL SUB 8 (AC I,NAC 1,BS, NBS, R2 S,NR2, PS, NPS, AC, NAC)
WRITE(*,*) ' '
WRITE(*,*) '*** SOLUTION OF ME ALGORITHM ***'
WRITE(*,*) ' BETA =' , BETA
WRITE(*,*) ' *** MATRIX AC ***'
CALL PRNT(AC, NAC, 0,3 )
C COMPUTE F
ITYPE=2
CALL SUB9 (ITYPE, Q, NQ, CS, NCS, V2S, NV2S, F, NF)
WRITE(*,*) ' *** MATRIX F ***'
CALL PRNT(F, NF, 0,3)
C COMPUTE K
ITYPE=I
CALL SUBg( ITYPE,R2S,NR2, BS, NBS,P,NP,AK,NK)
WRITE(*,*) ' *** MATRIX K ***'




C ****** SUBROUTINE SLrBI
SUBROUTINE SUBI(B, NB, C,NC, D, ND, A, NA)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(50) ,B(50) ,C(50) ,D(50), BC(50)
DIMENSION NA(2),NB(2),NC(2),UD(2),m3C(2)
CALL MULT(B,NB,C,NC, BC,NBC)
CALL MULT(BC, NBC, D, ND, A, NA)
RETURN
END
C ****** SUBROUTINE SUBS
SUBROUTINE SUBS(ITYPE, B, NB, C, NC, D, ND, E,NE, A, NA)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(50), B(50), C(S0), D(50) ,E(50),
S DT(50), F(50), FT(50), El(S0), BT(50)
DIMENSION NA(2), NB(2) ,NC(2), ND(2) ,NE(2) ,NBT(2),
& NDT(2), NF(2), NFT(2)
CALL TRANP(B, NB, BT, NBT)
IF(ITYPE.EQ. 1) CALL SUBI(BT,NBT,C,NC,D,ND,F,NF)
IF(ITYPE.EQ.2) CALL SUBI(D,ND,C,NC,B,NB,F,NF)







































































C ***** SUBROUTINE SUB8
SUBROUTINE SUB8(B, NB,C, NC, D,ND, E, NE, A, NA)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION B(50), C(50),D(50) ,E(50) ,A(50), F(50)








C ****** SUBROUTINE SUB9
SUBROUTINE SUB9( ITYPE, B,NB, C,NC, D, ND, A,NA)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(50), B(50), C(50) ,D(50), BI(50) ,CI (50) ,mI(50), CT(50)












CALL TRANP(C, NC, CT, NCT)
IF(ITYPE.EQ. 1) CALL SUBI(BI,NB,CT,NCT,D,ND,A,NA)
IF(ITYPE.EQ. 2) CALL SUBI(B,NB,CT,NCT,DI,ND,A,NA)
RETURN
END
C ***** SUBROUTINE SUB12
SUBROUTINE SUB 12(A,NA, B,NB, C,NC _D, ND, E, NE)
IMPLICIT RZAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(50), B(50), C(50) ,D(50) ,E(50), BT(50), CD(50) ,TEMP(50)
DIMENSION NA(2), NB(2) ,NC(2) ,biD(2), NE(2), NBT(2), NCD(2)
CALL TRANP(B,NB, BT,NBT)
CALL ADD(C, NC, D, ND, CD, NCD)
CALL SUB I(BT, NBT, CD, NCD, B, NB, TEMP, NA)




SUBROUTINE SUB 13(A, NA, B,NB, C, NC, D,ND, E,NE)
DIMENSION A(50), B(50) ,C(50) ,D(50), E(50), BI(50) ,TEMP(50), _r(50)





CALL SUB1 (A, NA, BI, NB,C, NC,TEMP,NT)
CALL TRANP(TEMP, NT, TF, NTT)










































































































C WRITE(*,*) ' INPUT THE ORDER TO BE REDUCED '
C READ(*,*) NCR
NCR=4





WRITE(6,*) ' *** NORMAL R2'
CALL NORMAL(R2,NR2,R2N,NR2)
CALL PRNT(R2N,NR2,0,3)




















WRITE(6,*) ' Q RICCATI'
CALL RICNWT(AT,NA,CT,NCT,M,NH,V1,NVI,V2,NV2,FQ,NFQ,Q,NQ,IOP,
& IDENT,DISC,FNULL,DUMMY)



































































CALL SUBT(ACF. NA, BCK, NA, CA, NA)
WRITE(6,*) ' K MATRIX FOR COMPENSATOR'
CALL PRNT(CK,NCK,0,3)
WRITE(6,*) ' F MATRIX FOR COMPENSATOR'
CALL PRNT(CF,NCF, 0,3)
WRITE(6,*) ' AC MATRIX FOR COMPENSATOR'
CALL PRNT(CA,NA,0 j3)




_ITE(6,*) ' NOW A'
C CALL NORMS(MI,MI .NI.P,IOPT, PNORM)
nITE(6,*) ' NOW B'
C CALL NORMS(MI,MI,NI,Q, IOPT,QNORM)
CALL UNITY(UI ,NA)
CALL NULL(TAUO,NA)




C COMPUTES COEFFICIENT FOR P - RICCATI EQUATION
I0 ITYPE=I
WRITE(6,*) ' NOW C'
CALL SUBS( ITYPE, TAUO, NA, P,NA, B ,NB ,R2 ,NR2 ,Cl ,NA)
WRITE(6,*) ' NOW D'
CALL ADD(RI,NRI,CI,NA,CI,NA)
WRITE(*,*) ' NOW E'








& IDENT, DISC, FNULL, DUM_)
WRITE(*,*) ' PASS P-RICCATI'
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF P - RICCATI SOLUTION
IOPT=2
CALL NORMS(M1 ,MI ,NI ,P, IOPT, PTNORM)












C COMPUTES COEFFICIENT FOR Q - RICCATI EQUATION




C SOLVES FOR Q - RICCATI EQUATION





























































0CALL RICNWT(AT,NA,CT,NCT,H,NH,C3,NA,V2,NV2 ,FQ,NFQ,Q,NQ, IOP,
& IDENT, DISC, FNULL, DUMMY)
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF Q - RICCATI SOLUTION
WRITE(*,*) ' NORMS'








IF(J.GE.1000) GO TO 200
WRITE(*,*) ' GO TO 30'
GO TO 30
END IF
C COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS FOR P-LYAPUNOV EQUATION
40 ITYPE=I
WRITE(*,*) ' NOW TWO'
CAIL SUB5(ITYPE,UI ,NA,PjNA,B,NB ,R2,NR2,C5 ,NA)
WRITE(*,*) ' NOW 3'
CALL SUB5 (ITYPE,TAUO,NA, P,NA, B,NB,R2,NR2, C6,NA)
WRITE(*,*) ' NOW 4'
CALL SUBT(C6 jNA,C5 ,NA,C6,NA)
ITYPE=2
CALL SUBg( ITYPE,Q,NA, C,NC,V2,NV2 ,C12 ,NCI2)
WRITE(*,*) ' NOW5'
CAIL MULT(C 12,NCI2 ,C,NC ,AQC ,NA)
WRITE(*,*) ' NOW6'
CALL SUBT(A,NA,AQC,NA,AQ,NA)
WRITE(*,*) ' AQ BARSTW - P'
CALL PRNT(AQ,NA,O,3)
C SOLVE FOR P - LYAPUNOV EQUATION
IOPL=I
SYM=.TRUE.
CALL TRANP(AQ, NA, AQT, NA)
WRITE(*,*) ' NOW7'
CALL BAR STW (AQT,NA ,AQI ,NAQI ,C6 ,NA,IOPL, SYM, EPSA ,EPSB, DUMITY)












CALL SUBT(A, NA, APC,NA,AP,NA)
WRITE(*,*) ' AP BARSTW - Q'
CAlL PRNT(AP,NA,O, 3)
C SOLVES FOR Q - LYAPUNOV EQUATION
WRITE(*,*) ' WRITE'
CALL TRANP(AP,NA,APT,NA)
CAlL BARSTW(AP,NA ,API ,NAP1 ,C9 ,NA,IOPL, SYM, EPSA ,EPSB ,DUMMY)
C TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF P & Q - LYAPUNOV SOLUTIONS
CALL MULT(Cg,NA,C6,NA,QP,NA)



































































WRITE(*,*) ' ISV =',ISV
WRITE(*,*) ' ILV =',ILV
WRITE(*,*) ' IERR =',IERR
C CHECK IF EIGENVALUES ARE ARRANGED IN INCREASING OR DECREASIG ORDER
CALL LNCNT(4)
PRINT 650


















IF(K.GE.500) GO TO 200





























































































C _*_ SUBROUTINE SUB1
SUBROUTINE SUB I(B jNB,C,NC,D,ND,A,NA)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O'Z)
DIMENSION A(*) ,B(*) ,C(*) ,D(*) ,BC(49)
DIMENSION NA(2) ,NB(2) ,NC(2) ,ND(2) ,NBC(2)




C ****** SUBROUTINE SUB5
SUBROUTINE SUB5(ITYPE, B,NB,C,NC,D,ND,E,NE,A,NA)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A'H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(50) ,B(*) ,C(*) ,D(*) ,E(*),
& DT(50) ,F(50) ,FT(50) ,EI(50), BT(50)
DIMENSION NA(2) ,NB(2) jNC(2) ,ND(2) ,NE(2) ,NBT(2),








CALL GAUSEL(N, N,E, NR,EI, IERR)
IF(ITYPE.EQ.1) CALL SUBI(F,NF,EI,NEjFT,NFT,AsNA)
IF( ITYPE .EQ.2) CALL SUBI(FT jNFT jEI ,NE ,F,NF,A jNA)
RETURN
END
C ****** SOUROUTINE SUB9
SUBROUTINE SUB9 (ITYPE ,B,NB ,C ,NC ,D,ND ,A,NA)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION A(50) ,B(50) ,C(50) jD(50) ,BI(50) ,CI(50) ,DI(50) ,CT(50)










CALL GAUSEL(N jN,D,NR, DI jIERR)
END IF
CALL TRANP(C jNC jCT,NCT)
IF(ITYPE.EQ. 1) CALL SUBI(BI,NB,CT,NCT,DDND,A,NA)
IF(ITYPE.E0.2) CALL SUBI(B,NB,CT,NCT,DI jND,A,NA)
RETURN
END
C ***** SUBROUTINE FOMTAU
SUBROUTINE FOMTAU (V,NV, NCR, TAU jNA)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION V(50) ,TAU(50) ,VI(50) ,SUM(50) ,VKT(50) ,UK(50) ,UV(50)



































































CALL UKVKT(K, V, NV, VI, VKT, NVKT, UK, NUK)
CALL HULT (UK, NUK, VKT, NVKT, UV, NV)
CALL ADD(SUM, NV, UV, NV, SUN, NV)
i0 CONTINUE
CALL EQUATE( SUM, NV, TAU, NA)
RETURN
END
C ****** SUBROUTINE UKVKT
SUBROUTINE UKVKT(K,V,NV,VI ,VKT,NVKT,UK,NUK)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION V(50) ,VI(50) ,VKT(50) ,UK(50)















C ****** SUBROUTINE CONTAU
SUBROUTINE CONTAU (NCR, PI,NA, TAU, NTAU)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION PI(49) ,TAU(49) ,PSI(49) ,EI(49) ,NA(2) ,NTAU(2), PN(49)
C CONSTRUCT PSI FROM PI
CALL PSICON(PI ,NA,PSI ,NA)
WRITE(*,*) ' EIGENVECTOR OF QP WITH NAMDA DECREASING ORDER'
CALL PRNT(PS I,NA, 0,3)
C CONSTRUCT MATRIX (INC,O)
CALL NORMAL(PSI ,NA,PN,NA)
WRITE(*,*) ' NORMALIZED EIGENVECTOR'












CALL SUB9(ITYPE, PN,NA,EI ,NA,PN,NA,TAU,NA)
RETURN
END
C ****** SUBROUTINE PSICON
SUBROUTINE PSICON(PI ,NA ,PSI ,NPSI)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)






































































































































C **** SUBROUTINE NORMAL
SUBROUTINE NORMAL(A, NA, B,NB)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A'H,O'Z)
DIMENSION A(49) ,B(49) ,C(7) ,NA(2) ,NB(2)











C( I )=DSQRT (SUM)
10 CONTINUE
C NORMALIZE EACH COLUMN
K=0
DO 30 I=I,N
DO 40 J=I,N
JI=J+K
B(JX)=A(J1)/C(I)
40 CONTINUE
K=K+N
30 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
OP 03610
OP 03620
OP 03630
OP 03640
OP 03650
OP 03660
OP O3670
OP 03680
OP 03690
OP 03700
OP 03710
OP 03720
OP 03730
OP 03740
OP 03750
OP 03760
OP 03770
OP 03780
OP 03790
OP 03800
OP 03810
OP 03820
OP 03830
OP 03840
OP 03850
OP O3860
OP 03870
OP 03880
OP 03890
OP 03900
OP 03910
OP 03920
OP O3930
OP 03940
OP 03950
OP O3960
OP 03970
